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Voted a 2000 Book of the Year by Christianity Today!Winner of a year 2000 ECPA Gold Medallion

Award!History is made up of stories--narratives that recount the events, movements, ideas and lives

that have shaped religions and nations. Theologian Roger Olson believes that the history of

Christian theology should be told as such a story, one replete with thick plots, exciting twists,

interesting people and fascinating ideas.In this panoramic work of historical theology Olson vividly

recounts the deeds and words of the cultists and apostolic fathers of the second century, the clash

between the theological schools of Alexandria and Antioch, the epochal division between East and

West, the revolutionary advent of the Reformation and much more, right on up to the dazzling,

sometimes dismaying fallout that has continued to shake Christians through the twentieth century.

Through it all Olson detects and traces a common thread: a concern for salvation--God's redemptive

activity in forgiving and transforming sinful human beings.Evenhanded, refreshingly readable,

impressive in its breadth and depth, The Story of Christian Theology is poised to become a standard

historical theology text.
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Olson's book is easily the most thoughtful and insightful overview to the history of Christian theology

that I've read. Compared to the other similar books in my library, it's much more approachable, but

even so, it provided a number of insights into the reasons behind the debates that I had never

considered before.I've been reading more history lately, and if they weren't so annoying, I would've

laughed at some of the books and what they try to do. I recently finished _A Brief History of

Ireland_, and found myself extremely frustrated at the author: he would refer to various events that

I'd never heard of with a phrase like, "As everyone knows," or "The well known story of 'x'", or

sometimes just with a wave of his literary hand -- and then would never bother to explain precisely

what it is that everyone supposedly knows. He apparently forgot that the reason someone would be

reading a brief history of Ireland -- as opposed to academic journals about Irish history -- is because

they don't know anything about it! Good books on history -- at least, good books for the general

reader -- just tell the story. Thomas Cahill is the perfect example: he doesn't always get every last

detail right, and he sometimes skips over huge opposing viewpoints with barely an

acknowledgement of their existence, but he has one gift, and a solid one: he can tell a story.That's

one of the primary reasons why I appreciated Olson's book so much: he just tells the story. He

explains the theology, but also explains why it was important. I had a year of church history in

seminary, but I guess I never quite grasped how external forces -- i.e., responding to critics like

Celsus -- played their role in the development of trinitarian and christological dogma.
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